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Abstract 
In Government, press releases are a communicative document that is used to directly communicate with 
the public. While press releases have many components, components in the body of press releases tend to 
have more variation. In my study, I aimed to explore the types of voices directly quoted in local press 
releases in comparison to the standard authority-figures directly quoted on a state and federal level. By 
analyzing a set of press releases by the city of San Jose regarding the minimum wage, I discovered that 
most of the voices in these press releases tend to also be of authority figures: thus conforming to 
counterpart press releases on the federal and state level. However, what I found interesting, was the heavy 
presence of non-representative quotes (i.e direct quotes from officials not of the city of San Jose). From 
this, I concluded that cities can influence the type of policy action each other take; therefore, 
non-representative figures can be seen as authority figure even in cities where they have no political 
power because of their ability to influence legislation. I also concluded that cities generally choose to 
avoid stakeholder voices in order to really depict the people who are in charge of the decision-making; 
however, they may strategically insert stakeholder voices at critical junctures in the course of passing a 
policy.  
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Introduction 
Press releases “ are formal, official announcements regarding something new or significant about 

you, your business, a speaking event, or something of that nature” (Wynne, 2016). Rather than belonging 
to a specific field, this communicative document can be viewed as a part of the larger and 
interdisciplinary field of public relations (Wynne, 2016). As a result of its interdisciplinary nature, the 
document has different motives based on the field it is trying to represent. In the private sector, press 
releases are commonly used as a cost-effective tool to advertise a product release and a  “newsworthy” 
actions of a company, which wishes to publicize itself (Hayes, 2019). However, in the public sector, 
especially in governmental organizations, press releases are not necessary to sell products but are rather 
utilized to increase awareness of certain ideas or events to the general public (Hayes, 2019).  

Press releases in the government have the important task of informing the general public of 
events, policy proposals, or changes that may be useful for constituents to know. With press releases, 
governments can offer a concise update on a specific proposal or change to constituents that are readily 
accessible online or in the press (Doyle, 2013). In governmental press releases, it is evident that there are 
specific components in the documents that are consistent across governmental institutions and over the 
past years (Doyle, 2013). Consistency is most often found in the header sections of press releases because 
these are components that logistically do not allow for variation. Here, components such as an 
organizational logo, media contact (including name, office, email, and phone number), and the phrase 
“For Immediate Release” are found throughout press releases across these governmental levels. However, 
deviations are more evident in the body components of press releases. When taking a cursory look at 
different press releases, deviations can be found in components such as types of contextual information, 
linked information, and quoted speakers, especially across governmental levels. 
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In press releases, direct quotes are used as a way to provide a voice to the people behind the 
actions that are being communicated through the document (Hayes, 2019). Especially in government, the 
inclusion of direct quotes is a purposeful attribution to identify leaders and highlight the decision-making 
process that was the reason behind the decision-making. Moreover, including such a quote can provide a 
more personable face to a specific action, rather than a seemingly dry government mandate that people are 
now forced to comply. While press releases dealing with policy tend to have quotes by policymakers or 
specific leadership on a national or state level, it is worth exploring how local governments with fewer 
resources and a seemingly closer connection to the public choose the voices that they want to highlight in 
their press releases.  

In this pilot study, I aim to explore the variations on the type of speakers that are directly quoted 
in press releases on a city level. Therefore, in my research, I aim to answer the question: Does there exist 
variation in the types of speakers directly quoted on a city-wide press release compared to their other 
governmental counterparts, and if so, what are these variations? 

Methodology 
To conduct my research, the first step in this process was to determine the way I wanted to 

narrow down and cluster a set of local press releases that I would examine for this project. The first layer 
that I considered for the press releases was locality.  Since the focus of my research was local press 
releases, any press release that I would examine would have to be from a city in the U.S, which excluded 
state and governmental organizations. The second layer I decided to consider was the geographic area. 
Originally, I had considered doing a cross-American study of press releases in various cities; however, I 
decided that to maintain the simplicity and integrity of my project, I would narrow down my press 
releases to all come from the State of California. The third layer I considered when choosing the press 
releases was the topic. I wanted the sample press releases that I was analyzing to have some sort of 
relation to each other; therefore, I thought that tying the documents together by topic of discussion would 
be a good way of ensuring this. When choosing the topic, there were two factors that I needed to consider. 
Firstly, I needed to make sure that whichever topic I chose had enough literature (i.e samples for me to 
review). Secondly, I wanted to make sure that this was a topic that could potentially include a variety of 
voices (i.e the press release should not be addressing something so insignificant that one person or no one 
could speak about). Therefore, I tried to think about topics that cities in the Bay Area had been addressing 
in the last few years, which drew me to the topic of the minimum wage. Therefore, I look at an article by 
The Sacramento Bee to determine cities in California that had changed the minimum wage prior to 2019 
(Sheeler, 2018). For each of these cities on the list, I  compiled a document with the cities and recorded 
any press release that had to do with the minimum wage. I looked at whether a press release had the term 
“minimum wage” in its title to determine if a press release document was related to the minimum wage 
and thereby, eligible for my sampling. I also want to quickly note here that all of this information was 
found through the web as press releases are made available publicly online. Therefore, for all press 
releases and templates mentioned later in this paper, the reader can assume that these documents were 
found online unless specified otherwise. When looking at these compiled lists, I noticed an interesting set 
of press releases from the city of San Jose. These press releases recorded the different stages of the city’s 
effort to increase the minimum wage. Since this was the most linear and sequential set I could find, I 
decided to use the set of press releases from the City of San Jose as the samples for this research project.  

The second step in my research was to look at templates to establish a baseline for how quotes 
commonly appear in press releases. To do so, I analyzed documents from the White House and the office 
of the Governor of California. The document from the White House that I analyzed was a retrofitted press 
release template that was released for localities to announce a White House initiative for a new drug 
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prevention program as it pertains to that specific city (ONDCP, 2018). Even though this template was 
created for local cities to announce a specific program, this template is still illuminating with regard to the 
type of material commonly expected in a local press release. In this template, there are indicators words 
that are placed in brackets and highlighted to suggest the type of information that should be inserted 
(Appendix A). With regard to the quotes specifically, the word [coalition representative] is placed next to 
a quotation section (Appendix A). I thought this was important because the bracketed words are 
indicating that someone with the means to affect a particular change as outlined in the press release 
should be the individual who has the voice in the press release (Appendix A). This is indicating that 
someone who is in a position of power is the voice that should be presented in the quotes of the press 
releases (Appendix A). However, this is not the only template we will look at. To see whether my initial 
thoughts were correct, in addition to analyzing the White House template, I decided to also analyze a bulk 
10 press releases most recently published by the CA Governor's office. Since the Governor of California 
(Gavin Newsom) assumed office this year, the bulk of press releases that I looked at were from the fall of 
this year (Ballotpedia, 2019). I specifically looked for press releases that discussed a policy change, since 
this was the focus of the San Jose Press Release set. I classified documents that discussed a policy change 
as having indicator words that referenced a policy, legislation, or initiative in the title and went from the 
most recent and back into the archives to find 10 press releases (Appendix B). After finding 10 press 
releases that matched the above criteria, I took a quick glance to confirm the number of direct quotes and 
indicate the type of individual who was being directly quoted (Appendix B). When looking at these 10 
samples, I noticed two factors. Firstly, the number of direct quotes averaged 1-2 in the press release 
documents (Appendix B). Secondly, in these press releases, the voices who are being included tended to 
be governmental authorities who either had the power to create change or implement it (Appendix B). 
When looking at the White House template and state press releases in conjunction with each other, 
similarities are evident. As mentioned above, direct quotations tend to be towards 1-2 per press release; 
moreover, this is understandable as press releases are meant to be short because they are meant to 
communicate the need to know details. The direct quotations are of those who are authority figures and 
have the ability to shape policy; consequently, what is missing are the voices of stakeholders, public 
response, and even opposing voices. Acknowledging that there is limited space in press releases, there are 
therefore reasons for trends noted above; however, I will look to see whether this is a trend on the local 
level.  

Having established a baseline expectation for the individuals who are typically directly quoted in 
a press release, the third step was to come up with a method that would allow me to analyze whether the 
press release set of San Jose conformed or deviated with this expectation. To do so, I decided to focus on 
who the speaker(s) of the direct quote(s) were in a press release and classify them as an authority figure 
with a “yes” or “no” based on their job description mentioned in the press release. In addition to this 
classification, I also decided to note down the number of quotes that appeared in the press release. I 
thought it would be interesting to see if the city also deviated from the established 1-2 quote norm; 
moreover, I thought that the number of quotes could be a potential indicator as to whether there is a 
chance that a different voice other than an authority figure could be present in a press release.  

Limitations 
Since the sample size that I outlined in my methodology is small, I will be unable to make broad claims 
about local press releases as a whole. However, I will be able to use the data I gather to make inferences 
as to how I think my results are applicable to local press releases. Additionally, since this is a pilot study, 
I am forced to make conclusions about direct quotations solely based on a few samples from the State and 
a template from the White House. Therefore, my assumptions about typical direct quotes may not reflect 
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all the variations that are found across governmental levels, which in turn could affect the validity of my 
claims about deviations from a specific standard.  
 

Data Analysis  
Brief Introduction to Documents 

 Title Data Media 
Contact 

1 Sentence Summary 

1 “South Bay Mayors Launch 
Minimum Wage Effort” (Appendix 
C) 

Sept. 3, 
2015 

Ragan 
Henninger 

Announcing that the Mayor of San 
Jose was joined by other Bay Area 
mayors to study raising the minimum 
wage in this region.  

2 City Council Approves Regional 
Minimum Wage Study (Appendix 
D) 

Sept. 15, 
2015  

Ragan 
Henninger 

Announcing that the city council, 
along with the mayor of San Jose, 
agreed to a regional minimum wage 
study, as a part of raising the overall 
minimum wage in the region. 

3 “South Bay Leaders Come 
Together on a Regional Minimum 
Wage Proposal” (Appendix E) 

June 16, 
2016 

David Low Announcing that the cities 
association of Santa Clara County 
along with its mayors had agreed to a 
pathway leading to a $15 minimum 
wage.  

4 “S.J. City Council Approves 
Raising Minimum Wage to $15 by 
2019” (Appendix F) 

November 
15, 2016 

David Low Announcing that the City Council 
had voted to raise the minimum wage 
to $15 in San Jose.  

5 “San Jose Minimum Wage Rises to 
$13.50” (Appendix G) 

January 1, 
2018 

None Announcing that the minimum wage 
that day was now $13.50 with the 
new year. 

6 “San Jose Minimum Wage Rises to 
$15 Today (Appendix H) 

January 1, 
2019 

David Low Announcing that the minimum wage 
was now rising to $15 with the new 
year. 

 
Observation on Press Release Quotations 

Below, we will now examine 6 press releases tracking the minimum wage policy exploring the 
individuals who are directly quoted and measuring if they tend to deviate or conform to the state or 
federal press release examples for direct quotations.  

 
Version 1: The Beginnings of a Policy (Appendix C) 

In version one, the number of direct quotations in the press releases totals nine. This is in contrast 
to the usual 1-2 quotes that can be found in press releases in higher levels of governments. When looking 
at the background of the individuals who are quoted, I noted that all of the individuals who were quoted 
were mayors of various cities in Santa Clara County, including the mayor of San Jose. While having the 
mayors being quoted is conforming to the idea of authority figures having a direct voice in press releases, 
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it is interesting to note that in this press release written by the City of San Jose, non-San Jose officials 
would be included. These are individuals who seemingly do not have a direct influence on the minimum 
wage policy in San Jose, so I thought it was interesting to include the thoughts of these other mayors who 
don’t necessarily represent the public of San Jose. Noting this observation, I wanted to see whether this 
would continue throughout the following samples as well. 

Version 2: City Council Approval for a Policy (Appendix  D) 
In version 2, the number of direct quotations was 4 quotes. This is marginally higher than the 1-2 

quotes average that was established earlier. In this press release, we do see that two out of four of the 
direct quotes are from leadership figures who have a role in the city council; therefore, they were directly 
involved in the approval of a policy measure for a minimum wage study. However, what is interesting are 
the additional two quotes placed at the bottom of this press release who are mayors in Santa Clara County, 
speaking about a previous collaborative meeting to establish the proposal. Again this is an instance, of a 
non-representative governmental authority, having a direct quote in the San Jose press release, which I 
thought was interesting.  

Version 3: The Policy Proposal (Appendix E) 
In version 3, the number of direct quotations was 8 quotes. When looking at the number of 

quotes, it is evident that this is a deviation from the traditional 1-2 quotes in a press release document. 
Seven out of the eight quotes are from authority figures in Santa Clara County, not all of them 
representing San Jose as explained in previous versions. However, what is interesting is that one quote in 
this document is actually a stakeholder/public voice on this policy proposal. This direct quote came from 
Ben Field, Executive Director of a South Bay Labor Union and co-founder of a grassroots minimum wage 
campaign called Silicon Valley Rising. In his quote, Field praises elected leaders and referenced other 
cities that have already increased the minimum wage. Including Field’s voice is atypical compared to 
what state and federal guidelines offer, so giving someone who has a stake in this legislation a voice to 
comment on its government through this official governmental document is an interesting and 
note-worthy choice. Moreover, it will be important to see if there is a trend looking at future legislations.  

Version 4:  Policy Approved (Appendix F) 
In version 4, the number of direct quotes was 1. This is in line with the expectations for quoted 

material based on the template and analysis of state press releases. The quote in this document is by the 
S.J mayor Sam Liccaardo. Since he is a member of the city council that spearheaded and approved this
proposal, a direct quote from him in this press release conforms to what is generally typical of quoted
individuals in press releases as being authority figures and decision-makers.

Version 5: Announcement for Policy Implementation (Appendix G) 
In version 5, the number of direct quotes was only one. This is in line with the expectations for 

the number of directly quoted material based on the template and analysis of state press releases. The 
direct quote is of the Mayor of San Jose who is an authority figure over this policy change; therefore, the 
individual chosen for this direct quote does conform to what is traditionally seen in governmental press 
releases.  

Version 6: Announcement for Policy Implementation (Appendix H) 
In version 6, the number of direct quotes was only one. This is in line with the expectations for 

the number of directly quoted material based on the template and analysis of state press releases. The 
direct quote is of the Mayor of San Jose who is an authority figure over this policy change; therefore, the 
individual chosen for this direct quote does conform to what is traditionally seen in governmental press 
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releases. Additionally, since this document is similar in nature to version 5 with regards to the type of its 
information it is conveying, this serves as an explanation for why the findings in this sample were almost 
the same as in version 5.  

Discussion 
From looking at these press releases, I have noted that there was general conformity with regard 

to the types of people who were directly quoted in the press release documents. Similar to the white house 
template and state examples, the city of San Jose had the vast majority of the direct quotations in their 
press releases come from powerful authority making individuals. However, the distinction was that some 
of these individuals were not exactly leaders in the City of San Jose, so including their voice in the city’s 
press releases was a noteworthy choice: I termed these voices as “non-representative quotes”. While this 
was initially strange to me, in reality, this choice makes a lot of sense for the context of the San Jose Press 
Releases. Considering that raising the minimum wage was a collaborative effort among the mayors in 
Santa Clara County, it is possible to consider the mayors of these other cities as having influence over the 
policy succeeding in cities across the county, including the city of San Jose. Therefore, their authority and 
influence in this matter justify their voice being included. Moreover, having the other mayor’s voices was 
a way of San Jose to assuage the fears of residents that jobs may leave their city if the policy passed. 
Consequently, these assurances allowed for public support to let this policy pass.  

In addition to the non-representative quotes, there was one instance of a stakeholder’s voice, 
which was unexpected as the white house samples and the state samples had no indication of including 
this type of voice. Moreover, since the number of quotes generally deviated from the norm of 1-2 quotes, 
it is evident that there is definitely space to include stakeholder voices if a writer wishes; therefore, 
including a stakeholder’s voice in version 3 was a purposeful action taken by the writer. I suspect that 
since version 3 was announcing the official proposal which was to be passed, the city wanted to 
demonstrate that they had consulted a variety of individuals on these proposals, and including a 
stakeholder’s voice was a strategic move to contribute to this perception.  

Conclusion 
This study is by no means comprehensive into exploring the diversity of direct quotations in local 

press releases; however, the findings from the San Jose press release set better illuminate the reasons that 
influence the type of individuals directly quoted in press releases. Based on the results of this study, it is 
evident that similar to their counterparts at the state and federal levels, cities generally directly quote 
authority figures in their press releases when addressing a policy change because these are the individuals 
who have the decision-making power. Perhaps similar to San Jose, cities may simply include stakeholder 
voices as a tactic to court public opinion and then pass policies. Inserting a stakeholder voice when the 
process is at a critical juncture (i.e before a vote of approval) can be a method of gaining public attention 
needed to finally pass a policy. However, choosing to highlight mostly government officials can give an 
air of neutrality by not singling out a particular public viewpoint that may not be representative of the 
range of opinions of a leader’s constituents. In addition to the stakeholder voices, this study also 
illuminated me to the implications of “non-representative quotes”. I believe that what is revealed through 
the presence of these “non-representative” quotes, is how localities can influence each other’s policy. In 
the set of press releases, non-representative quotes were used as mitigation against any potential fears 
residents had about the policy proposal and with public support it was able to pass. As local cities often 
strive to keep the resources in their city, it is possible that when announcing policy proposals, localities 
use non-representative quotes to depict their actions as part of a collective than individuals. Perceptually, 
this could allow local officials to subtly fight the perception to companies and businesses that they are 
acting out randomly; rather, they are part of a coordinated effort to enact a common policy that an 
organization cannot “escape” by simply crossing city lines.  
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Future Studies  
In order to expand the scope of my findings, I believe that further research would be beneficial. Firstly, I 
would like to explore whether other cities in Santa Clara County included non-representative quotes in 
their press releases as a way of justifying the policy to their constituents. This would further help establish 
whether non-representative quotes are a trend among cities or simply a random action taken by the city of 
San Jose. After such research, I know analyzing other cities across the US and seeing the types of voices 
directly quoted in their press releases, specifically about the minimum wage would also be illuminating.  
I would like to see whether the inclusion of non-representative quotes exists, but also whether 
non-authority figures have voices in press releases. While the sample set suggests that it would be 
unlikely for stakeholder voices to be included in press releases, I think a study of cities across the US 
could better establish whether this is true. Moreover, I think that it would be interesting to compare how 
the type of individuals directly quoted change along with region with different cultural, religious, or 
political influence. Additionally, I would like to analyze the types of direct quotes in press releases that 
discuss topics other than the minimum wage. To conclude, cities tend to directly quote authority-figures 
in their press release, similar to their state and federal counterparts; however, where they may diverge is 
the inclusion of non-representative quotes as a mechanism for garnering support for policy  
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“Appendix A” 
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White House Press Release Template
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“Appendix B” 
Compilation of Data from State Press Releases 
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“Appendix C” 
Press Release: Version 1  
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“Appendix D” 
Press Release: Version 2 
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“Appendix E” 
Press Release: Version 3  
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“Appendix F” 
Press Release: Version 4  
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“Appendix G” 
Press Release: Version 5 
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“Appendix H” 
Press Release: Version 6  
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